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Life-Cycle Cost for Design of Army
Drainage Structures
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POTTER AND LARRY SCHINDLER

Many factors are involved in the design of drainage systems.
Although not necessarily overriding, the cost is often one of
the most important factors. This cost should be the total, overall cost of the alternative over its projected life, or life-cycle
cost. Unless the life-cycle cost is considered over first cost, the
owner cannot be assured of receiving maximum value for his
construction and maintenance dollars. The importance of the
other decision factors are established for Army projects by the
minimum functional requirements of the project. Except for
determining a service life for the various types (materials) of
drainage structures, the procedures for life-cycle cost analysis
of such studies are well established. The procedures for economic analysis described in U.S. Army Technical Manual TM
5-802-1 can be used to determine life-cycle cost. U.S Army
regulation Economic Analysis and Program Evaluation for
Resource Management gives the basic criteria and standards
for economic studies by and for the Department of the Army.
Provided in this paper is the supplemental explanation required
to perform life-cycle cost analyses of drainage structures to
determine the relative economic rating of design alternatives.
The alternatives can then be order ranked by life-cycle cost,
and the best design can be rationally and confidently selected.

Many factors are involved in the design of drainage systems.
Principal factors are hydrology, soil conditions, material
strength, material durability, and cost and type of facility or
site being drained. Although not necessarily overriding, the
cost is often one of the most important factors. This cost
should be the total, overall cost of the alternative over its
projected life, or life-cycle cost (LCC). Unless the LCC is
considered over first cost , the owner cannot be assured of
receiving maximum value for his construction and maintenance dollars . LCC-based economic studies are an integral
part of the complete design process and are a requirement
specified by Army Technical Manual (TM) 5-802-1(1).
Department of the Army Regulation (AR) 11-28 Economic
Analysis and Program Evaluation for Resource Management
(2) gives the basic criteria and standards for economic studies
by and for the Department of the Army. This paper provides
the supplemental explanation required to perform LCC anal~

GENERAL
The first step in the analysis of design alternatives is to develop
a preliminary list of all possible alternatives. This list is then
reduced to a group of feasible alternatives by applying the
constraints of the particular project, such as availability of
materials or equipment, site conditions (e.g. , abrasive bed
load), or requirements to accommodate large flows or livestock. In other words, the minimum functional requirements
must be met . The final design is chosen from this group based
on the LCC.
The LCC is the total, overall estimated cost for a particular
design alternative. Direct and indirect initial costs plus periodic or continuing costs for operation and maintenance are
included. The methods described in TM 5-802-l(J) and mentioned subsequently in this paper account for the time value
of money and reflect the concepts and procedures used in
many economics texts [e.g., Thuesen et al. (3)].
Costs incurred over time may be expressed in terms of
either constant dollars or current dollars. Constant dollars are
costs or savings stated at price levels in effect at some given
time, usually the particular time that the analysis is conducted .
Current dollars are costs or savings stated at price levels in
effect whenever the costs or savings are incurred. Comparison
of drainage structure alternatives should be based on constant
dollars for all costs, including present and future costs and
salvage or retention-residual values.
The LCC is expressed either in terms of present worth (PW)
or equivalent uniform annual cost (EUAC). PW is the more
common measure of LCCs . It can be thought of as the amount
of money, required now, to fund the project for the entire
analysis period. The EUAC can be thought of as the amount
of money required for each year of the analysis period to fund
all project costs.
The same analysis period must be used to compare alternatives using PWs. PWs can be converted to EUACs using a
uniform series capital recovery factor. In essence, PW and
EUAC are just two ways of expressing the same costs. EUACs
can also be calculated from the individual costs for each alternative.

rating of design alternatives.
ANALYSIS PERIOD

J. C. Potter, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Waterways Experiment
Station, P.O. Box 631, Vicksburg, Miss. 39180-0631. L. Schindler,
Headquarters , U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, HQUSACE(CEECEG) , Washington , D.C. 20314-1000 .

Economic studies consider projects that have a service life ,
an economic life, and an analysis period. The service life is
the total useful life of the proj ect or time to replacement or
rehabilitation. The economic life is the time during which a
project is economically profitable or provides the required
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service at a lower cost than another facility. For drainage
structures, the economic life is usually the same as the service
life. The analysis period is the comparison period over which
costs are counted in determining the PW or EUAC of an
alternative.
The provisions of TM 5-802-1(1) on the selection of the
analysis period are based on che fact that the Department of
Dcfen e (DOD) envisions the economic life f most types of
facilities, as well as mo l 1najor facilitie ' components and
utilities, to be about 25 years for general planning purposes.
Thi i also known as tbe planning horizon. Accordingly TM
5-802-1(1) pecifie lhat in general, the analysis period hould
b considered to end at the end of the economic life of the
total facility or 25 years after the beneficial occupancy date
(DOD) whichever occurs first. (In the case of drainage structures , the total facility would be the complete faci lity or set
of facilities encompassing and serviced by the drainage tructures.) There are provisions for exception Lo the 25-year
limit, however, and it would appear that many, if n t most,
drainage structure projects would qualify for the exception.
The justification for the exception in the case of drainage
structures i · that infrastructure such a drainage faci lities may
realistically be expected to provide econom ical ervice in it.
original mission well beyond 25 years. A review of the service
lives used by various state and federal government agencies
and industry (4, 5) reveals that most agencies expect culverts
to provide service longer than 25 years, with a 50-year life
used most frequently. This period strikes a balance between
the intangible or indirect costs associated with replacement
or rehabilitation and the unpredictability of long-term land
use. Accordingly, a 50-year analysis period appears to be
reasonable and justifiable and should be used. Note that the
selection of the analysis period is not influenced by the expected
service lives of the design alternatives.

COST
The initial and recurring costs considered in an economic
analysi are ometimes categorized as agency cost u er co ·t ,
and nonuser co ts (6). Agency costs i11cludc initial capital co t ·
of construction; future capital costs of rebabilitation or
replacement· maintenance or operational co t ·, or both during the analy i p~riod; alvage or retention-residual value (a
negative co t) at the end of the analy. is period; and engineering and adm inistrative co t . User cost. include travel
time, vehicle operating costs, and accident costs and inconvenience (e.g., when a detour is required). Nonuser costs
resull from the impact of the facility on tho e not actually
using the facilily uch a the co l of flood damage occurring
downstream from the drainage tructure .
Economic analyses frequently include o nly the initial and
future capital co ts maintenance and operation co ts, and
salvage or retention-residual value. For drainage structures,
little error is introduced by omilling the other co ts from the
computations because the other costs are likely to be similar
for all alternatives.
Initial capital cost for drainage struclllr.es can generally be
estimated fr m local data, usually obtainable from local vendors. Future capital costs can be estimated from current co ts ,
adjusted as necessary for extraordinary price level changes
expected before future construction . A a upplement, or if

local data are not availabl e costs can be e timated using the
proceduJe . unit cost and adjustment factors given in the
fo.llowing publications:
1. Army Regulation 415-17(7),
2. Engineering News Record's Building and Construction
Cost Index Histories (8),
3. Federal Highway Admini. trati.o n's Highway Maintenance and Operation
st Trend Index (9), and
4. Federal Highway AclminHraCion's Price Trends for Federal-Aid Highway Construction (10).
A description of these resources and their use is included in
Kohn et al.(11).
Maintenance and operations costs are best determined from
local experience with imilar projects. Maintenance and operations costs are highly dependent on both local conditi n and
the particular maintaining agency.
The salvage or retention-residual value of a drainage lructure i it re idual value at the end of the analy is period. If
the end of the analy is peri d coincides with the end of the
service of the alternative, then the salvage value of that alternative should be taken as zero. When the ervice life is expected
to exceed the length of the analysis period, the retentionresidual value must be included, generally as a future income
or negative cost.

DISCOUNT RATE
The time value of money is expressed by the discount rate.
The discount rate can be viewed as the amount that the value
of money in the future is reduced or discounted to reflect its
present value. It is considered to be the minimum real or net
rate of return after inflation , t be achieved by public sector
investments. ongre has stipulated that diverting investment capital from lh private ector (by taxati n) for use on
public-sector projects can only be ju tified when that capital
earn · a real rate of return at least as high a that achievable
in the private sector. This rate is 10 percent at the present
time (January 1988) (12).

COMPUTING PW
The basic method for computing the PW of a giv1;n alternative
is de cribed in detail in TM 5-802-l(J) and summarized here,
a. fo llows:

One-Time Costs

Step 1: Estimate the amount of the one-time costs as of the
base date (date of the study).
Step 2: Escalate this cost to the time at which it is actually to
be incurred, using the differential (from inflation) escalation
rate e.
Step 3: Discount the escalated future one-time cost to PW
(on the base date), using the discount rated (10 percent in
January 1988).
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Recurring Costs
Step 1: Estimate the amo unt A of the annually recurring co I
as of the base date and de termine the number of costs , k , in
the series (i .e., over the analysis period).
Step 2: Esca late A to A ; at the tim e at which the first co t
in the series is to be incurred, using the diffe r ntial escalatio n
rate e.
tep 3: D etermine , for the da te o n which A 1 is incurred , the
single co t that is equivale nt 10 a series of, k , uniforml y escal::tting annual cost -, in which the amount of th first cost is A 1
and the differential escalation rate is e.
Step 4: Discount the single equivalent cost , from the time the
first annual cost is to be incurred to a PW on the base date,
using the discount rate d.
0

0

Escalation of any current cost C to a future cost Fis accomplished using the relationship
F

=

C (1

+ e)"

where c is the escalation rate above the rate of inflation and
n is the number of years until the future cost is incurred.
The PW P of a future cost F is

P

=

F (1/1 + i)"

where i is the discount or net interest rate after inflation.
Formulas, tables, and sample calculations are provided in
Technical Manual 5-802-1 (1).

DECISION CRITERIA

If. in the judgment of the designer or analyst, it is reasonably
certain from the results of the LCC analysis that one particular
type f drainage structure (ma terial) will ha ve a lowe r L
than any of th o the r feasible alte rn atives on a certain project
then th at type of drainage structure sh uld be selected fo r
the project in question. If, on the other hand , it is clear from
the results of the analy is that two (or more) o f the alte rnatives
will have equal (or very nearly equal) LCCs (and that the
LCCs of all the other fe asible alternatives will be greater),
then the design selection should be based essentially on initial
procureme nt cost consideratioDs. T hat is the particular type
of drainage structur e with the lowest procurement costs should
be selected.
For other situations, when one cannot be reasona bly certain
from the results of the analysis whether one of the alternatives
will be lower in LCC than one (or more) of the other alternatives, it may be necessary to conduct an uncertainty analysis
to suppo rt the design-selection decision or to allow multip.le
hie! n ptinn1; _ The exact criteria are b v nd the scope of thi,
paper, but are described in detail in TM 5-802-1 (1).

EXAMPLE
Suppa ·ea drainage structure is being selected for constructi n
2 yea rs after the analysis base data (date of (udy). The soi lwate r pH is 6.0, the minimum soil-wa ter re i tivity i 6 000

ohm-cm, and a nonabrasive flow of 6 ft/sec is expected. The
materials to be considered are reinforced concrete , plain galvanized steel pipe, asphalt-coated and paved corrugated steel
pipe (ACPCSP), and polyethylene (PE) pipe. All of these
alternatives are structurally adequate for the design load . A
24-in.-diameter, smooth wall pipe will carry the design flow
at the design slope of 1 percent. A 27-in.-diameter pipe will
be required for the corrugated alternative because of its higher
n value . The differential escalation rate is projected to be 0
for installation costs and for the concrete and plain galvanized
materials. For illustrative purposes, a rate of 3 percent will
be assumed for the asphalt-coated and paved and PE pipes,
as their cost is closely tied to the cost of petroleum . Assume
that an exception will be granted to allow a 50-year analysis
period , that maintenance costs over the analysis period are
equal for all alternatives, and that pipe still serviceable at the
end of the analysis period will not be recovered for reuse or
resale (no salvage value) . Uncertainty assessment is omitted
for simplicity. Note that costs stated herein are hypothetical
costs-they do not apply to any particular project , and are
not to be used for an actual LCC analysis.
Suppose the expected service life of reinforced concrete
pipe is 100 years. It should therefore last through the entire
analysis period . The current cost is $12.50/ft , delivered, plus
$10.00/ft for installation. Because e = 0 percent for both
materials and installation, the one-time cost to be incurred in
2 years is simply $12.50 + $10.00 = $22.50, in terms of today's
dollars. The PW is $22.50 (1/1.1) 2 = $18.59/ft.
The California method (13) can be used to estimate the
service life of the plain galvanized pipe. For a pH of 6.0 and
a minimum resistivity of 6,000 o hm-cm, a 16-gauge, plain
galvanized corrugated steel pipe (CSP) has an expected life
of about 25 years. This alternative will require a replacement
at the midpoint of the analysis period . The current cost of
27-in. plain galvanized pipe is $10.65/ft, delivered , including
bands, plus $8 .50/ft installation. In many cases the cost of
replacement is much greater than the cost of initial construction, especially considering user costs . However, to simplify
this example, assume that the current cost applies to both
initial construction and replacement . Because e = 0 percent
for both materials and installation, the cost to be incurred in
2 years and again in 27 years is $10.65 + $8.50 = $19.15/ft.
The PW of the initial install ation is $19 .15 (111.1) 2 = $15 .82/
ft. The PW of the replacement is $19 .15 (1/1.1) 27 = $1.46/ft.
The total PW for this alternative is thus $15.82 + $1.46 =
$17 .28/ft. All these are expressed in terms of today's dollars.
Asphalt coating and paving can be used to extend the life
of plain galvanized pipe. Assume that this coating will add
25 years to the life of the pipe . The service life of an asphaltcoated and paved CSP (ACPCSP) at this site will be 25 years
+ 25 years = 50 years, and no replacement is anticipated
during the analysis period. The current cost for ACPCSP is
$13.90/ft, including bands. Assuming a 3 percent annual differential escalation rate for the cost of the asphalt , the pipe
will cost $13.90 x (1.03) 2 = $14.75/ft at the time of installation. Installation is currently $9.50/ft. Assuming e = 0 percent for installation cost, this cost will remain at $9.50/ft. The
total cost of this alternative will thus be $14.75 + $9.50 =
$24.25/ft. T he PW is $24.25(1 /1. 1) 2 = $20.04/ft.
The proposed Ame rican As ociation of State H ighway and
Trail p rtalion Officials de ign procedure i · tructured to provide a 50-yea r service life. One 24-in . sm oth-Oow PE pipe
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meeting tbe requi-rement of thi procedure co t $19.SO/ft.
An escalation of 3 percent for 2 year yield · a CO ' t at time of
in tallation of $19.50 x ( 1.03)2 = $20.69/fl. In tallation i ·
and will be (e = 0 pe rcent) $8.00/ft. At the time of installation
the total cost will be $20.69 + 8.00 = $2 .69/ft. The PW is
$28.69 x (1/1.1)2 = $23 .71./ft .
The life cycle o f the e a l.te rnative. is summar.ized in Ta ble
J. In this example , plain galvanized CSP would be chosen for
its lowest LCC. If two or three alternatives are to be ·elected
as bid options the CSP and RCP or
P, RCP , and A PCSP
would be conside red .

SUMMARY

CONCLUSIONS

I . Economic Studies for Mifi/(/ry Co11s1mc1io11 Desig11 - Applico-

2.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

The L C of a drainage ·1ructure design alternative i the
e timated , total cost of that design. Except for determining
a service life for the various type (materials) of dra inage
structures. the procedure for LCC co t analysis of such studies are well e tablishcd. The procedure for ec nomic a nalysis
described in TM 5-802-1 (1) can be u ed to determine LCC.
Al though the L
is only one of the decisio n factor · used to
select the prefe rred desi gn alternative from among the feasible
alternatives, it is generally tJ1e most important. The importnnce of lhe other decision factor are e tablished by the minimum functional requirement of the project The alternatives
can then be order ranked by LCC. and th best design can
be ratio nally and confidenl'ly selected.
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The LCC of drainage structures can be determined in accordance with the provisions of TM 5-802-1(1). Because of the
nature of drainage structures, a n analy ·i period grea te r thun
25 y ar may be justified. However the alvage or re tenlionresidual value beyond the eod of the analy is period is 0,
except io special cases such a· those where the tructure will
be recovered for reuse or resale. The alternatives are order
ranked by LCC, and the alternative with the lowest LCC is
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the exact criteria to be used in the selection process when
the result of the L C analysis are not conclu ive, are described
in detail in TM S-802-1 (/) .
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27-in. CSP

24-in.
ACPCSP

24-in.
PE

10.65

13.90

19.50

8.50

8.50

9.50

8.00

10.65
8.80
7.02

10.65
0.81
0.65

14.75
9.61 12.19
7.67 7.85
17.28 20.04

20.69
17.10
6.61
23.71

1st

2nd

12.50

10.65

10.00
12.50
10.33
8.26
18.59

Total
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American Co11cre1e Pipe Association, 8320 Old Courthouse Road,
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The author have prepared an excelle nt ummary of L
analy is. However. there are serious error · in applica tio n.
Potter and Schindler erroneously cite Office of Manageme nt.
and Budget' (OMB) Circular A-94 da ted March 27 1972 (1 2)
as the authority necessitating the use of a high real discount
rate of 10 percent to evaluate a lternate materials f r a cootruction project. In A-94, the purpose i stated as follows:
"This Circular prescribes a standard di count rate to be u ed
in evaluating the measurable cost and/or benefits of program
or projects whe n they are distributed over time.'
The scope of A-94 is specific on discount rate use :
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3. Scope

a. This Circular applies to all agencies of the executive
branch of the Federal Government except the U.S. Postal
Service. The discount rate prescribed in this Circular applies
to the evaluation of Government decisions concerning the
initiation renewal, or expansion of all programs or projects,
other than those specifically exempted b low, for which the
adoption is expected to commit the Government to a series
of measurable costs extending over three or more years or
which result in a series of benefits that extend three or more
years beyond the inception date.
b. Specifically exempted from the cope of thi ircu lar are
decisions concerni ng water re ource project (guidance for
which is the approved Wa ter Resources Principle and tandard ), the Government of the Di trict of Columbia and nonFederal recipients of Federal loan or grants.
c. The remaining exemptions derive fmm the secondary
nature of the decisions involved; that is, how to acquire assets
or proceed with a program after an affirmative decision to
initiate, renew, or expand such a program using this Circular.
Thus:
(1) This ircular would not apply to the evaluation of decisions concerning how to obtain the use of real property, such
as by lea e or purchase .
(2) T his ircular would not apply to the eva luation of decisions concerning the acq uisition of commercial-type ervices
by Government or contractor operation guidance for which
is OMB Circular A-76.
(3) This ircular would not apply to the evaluation f decision concerning how to select automatic data pr cc sing
equipment guidance for which i · OMB Circu lar A-54 and
OMB Bulletin 60-6.

d. The discount rates prescribed in this Circular are:
(l) Suggested for use in lhe internal planning documents
of the agencies in the execut ive branch ;
(2) Required for use in program ana lyse ubmitted to the
OMB in support of tegislativ a nd budget program .
In other words, A-94 is required to be used in the evaluation
of cost-benefit for projects submitted to OMB for approval
to determine whether it is beneficial to finance the project
with tax dollars rather than private investment. The high discount rate, then, is intended to ensure that the government
does not undertake projects that can be even marginally profitable when undertaken by private investment.
After a project is approved by OMB, secondary decisions
as to how to proceed with the project are exempt from the
requirements of A-94 (i.e., the materials to be used).
The evaluation of alternate materials for a project should
ust:

ft;aii~Li\_; l11Uai.~U1i CiiJ~

iutc;(::;!

:~!~:;.

The:-e

!~ !'!0 !:C'!!?~~!!Y

that will guarantee to do a job 25 years, 50 years, or even 2
years in the future for the same price that they would charge
today without a government subsidy.
Projecting long-term costs and discount rates requires evaluation of historical records. In "Taking the Guesswork Out
of Least-Cost Analysis" (1), W. 0. Kerr and B. A. Ryan
examine the long-term relationships of rates and indices. Kerr
and Ryan show that although wide swings occurred in interest

and inflation rates, the overall average differential between
the rates was relatively stable, and recommend that evaluation
f construction project be ba ed on historica l averages of the
differe ntial (rea l discount rate) between the producer price
index and treasury bill rate for federal projects municipal
bond rate for state and local projects, and prime rate for
private projects.
The future current cost and PW equations can be combined:
P = ((1 + /)/(1 + i))". Where I is the inflation rate, or
escalation rate defined by Potter and Schindler. Kerr and
Ryan define th term [(1 + /)/(1 + i)] as the intere I-inflation
(ill) factor which i virt ually wnslant f r any sp cific difference between interest and inflation rate regardless of the
absolute values of the rates. Because market factors work to
maintain a constant ill differential, selecting a differential and
using the appropriate ill factor frees the engineer from errors
related t short-term volatility of forecasts of absolute rates.
Kerr and Ryan how Chat the average differential between
treasury bill rate and the producer price index was 1.66 percent for the years 1954-1983 , and the average ill factor was
0. 9853 . A differential of 1.66 percent is a more reali tic real
discount rate for evaluating construction bids hy private companies on federal projects than the 10 percent u ed by Potter
and Schindler. Recalculating the example (where RCP =
reinforced concrete pipe, CSP = corrugated steel pipe,
ACP SP = asphalt-coated and paved corrugated steel pipe ,
PE = PE pipe, and PW = PW) using the Kerr and Ryan
recommended iiI factor th· result of the ame costs as selected
by Potter and Schindler, and an escalation factor of 0 for all
costs results in:
Cost ($)

PW material
PW installation
Total PW

24-in.
RCP

27-in.
CSP

24-in.
ACPCSP

24-in.
PE

12.14

17.48

13.49

18.93

9.71
21.85

13.95
31.43

9.22
22.71

7.77
26.70

Th co ·t ranking of the alternate stays the same except for
SP , which moves from lowest to highest PW. Thi result
indicates the sensitivity of L C analysis to the real discount
rate and the importance f u ing a realistic differential. With
a high differential LC analysis will alway indicate that it
is best t use the chcapesl pos ible ma1erial and replace it
often during the project de ign life.
Flexible pipe deflects , cannot carry load dir tly and relies
on surrounding oil to carry loads. Rigid pipe is de igned t
carry loads without any load transfer into ·urrounding soil.
The more flexible a pipe, the more care compaction , and
select material i required for embedmen t to en ure that the
urrounding o il can carry the load to prevent pipe deflection .
The in tallation co t elected by Potter and Schindler are
exactly opposite and indicate that as pipe becomes more flexible, it becomes cheaper to install.
Pnttn :mrl Schindl.er selected the same cost for the CSP
replacement a for the original installation. Pipe replacement
costs are alway higher than the origina l installatio n because
of dditional c t associated with removing the in tallation,
traffic, safety procedures and so on.
he alifornia method for estimating the yeais to perforation of CSP is applied to the exterior and interior separately
and perforation life determined by con idering corro ion can
proceed from boU1 ides imultaneously. Jn the example, this
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would reduce the service life of CSP to ab ut 13 years.
According to the Federal Highway Administralion's "Evaluation of Highway Culvert Coating Performance" (2) six
state di continued !he u. e of asphalt coating because it was
found to provide insufficient increase in service life to justify
the cost. The long service live. elected by Poller and Schindler for CSP and asphalt-coated and paved corrugated steel
pipe (ACPCSP) are questionable.
Recalculating the example with realistic service lives and
costs would reorder the pipe priorities.
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AUTHORS' CLOSURE
The discussant takes i sue with the authors' use of a 10 percent
real discount rate, based on the provi ions of Office of Management and Budget (OMB) ircular A-94 (12) in conducting LC analyses for de ign of Army drainage structure ·.
Bealey's discussion consist. in essence of three main point :

l. Materials selection for Army drainage structures is an
LCC application area exempt. from the provisions of OMB
Circular A-94 (or more simply, A-94) , and ·o A -94 should
not have been cited as the authority nect:ssilating the use of
the 10 percent discount rate;
2. The 10 percent discount rate should not have been used
becau e it u e is not mandated by A-94 for appLications uch
as thi (a point strongly implied, ii not explicilly ··tated); and
3. A more reali tic discount rate f 1.66 percent should have
been u ed (instead of the 10 percent rate).
The authors take exception to all of these points, and will
address each of them in turn.
Point 1. Bealey appears to have missed the point here. The
authors never did, in fact, ·tatc that the L
analysis of Army
drainage structures wa ubject t the requirements of A-94,
or that the JO percent discount rate was mandated by A-94
for such applications. In our discu ·sion of disc unl rate we
tated that ·• oogress has stipulated that diverting investment
capital from the private sector (by taxation) for u eon public
ector project can only be justified when that capital earns
a real rate of return al least as high as that achievable in the
private sector and that "this rate i 10 percent at the present
time," wilh a reference to A-94. That rationale is clearly valid
regardless of whether or not the analysis is exempt from the
provi ·ions of A-94.
Point 2. We do not agree with Bealey on this point. Our
po ition was-and remains-that the 10 percent real discount
rate was the appropriate rate to use, even if its use is not
mandated by A-94 in connection with i.c ana lyses for design
of Army drainage structures. The basi for that position was
dearly presented in the paper (although it appear that Healey
mi interpreted it) . A point we did not make explicitly in lhe
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paper but clearly should have is that the 10 percent di count
rate wa the appropriaie rate to use in any ca e. IL use i
mandated by the provisions of the Army criteria document.
cited in the background section of the paper - Army Regulation (AR) 11-2
conomic Analysi and Program Evaluation for Resource Management) and Army Technical Man·
ual (TM) 5-802-1 (Economic Studies for Military Con truction
Design-Applications). Although it could be argued that LCC
analyse for design of Am1y drainage structure are exempt
from the provisions of A-94 (as Bealey does) and perhap
even from the provision of AR 11-28 (although this would
be more difficult to argue) uch analy e are certainly 11ot
exempt from the provi ions of TM 5-802-1 . That document
establishes the governing criteria and standards for the conduct of all LCC analyses by and for the Department of the
Army in connecli n with the design of facilities in the military
construction program .
Point 3. Although we do not take issue with the fine work
of Kerr and Ryan-cited by Bealey as the basis for his assertion that we should have used a real discount rate of 1.66
percent for the analysis-we do not agree that the results of
the Kerr and Ryan effort are applicable here (i.e., to the
conduct of LCC analyses in support of the design of Army
facilities).
Ln conducting an L C analy is in upport of the design of
an Army facility, the designer-analy ti · deciding whether it
would be more economical on a total cost-of-owner hip basis ,
to select Alternative A- the de ign alternative that i lea t
expen ·ive in term of cost to purcha e-construct initially-or
Alternative 8 - a more expensive design alternative, which
will co t les to operate maintain , and repair over it de ign
life. If Alternative A i elected (instead of Alternative 8)
the taxpayer will have to pay les · caxe for the year(s) in
which the facility i con tructed but will have LO pay more
taxes for tJ1e years that the facility i in use. Tf Alternative B
is selected , the reverse will be true. lt appear to us , there fore ,
that-on a conceptual level-the role of the government in
thi deci. ion proces · i that of an investor of capital (on behalf
of che taxpayer).
The position of the Joint Economic Committee of the Congress' Subcommittee on Economy in Government (Subcommittee on Economy in Government, 1968) is that it is the
opportlmity cost of di placed private pending-and not the
co t to the U.. Treasury of borrowing-that should serve
a I.he ba i · for defining the discount rate to be used in publicsector economic analyses. The subcommittee states specifically in the prec -ding reference that ' no public investment
be deemed 'economic' or 'efficient i~ it fail to yield overall
benefits which are at lea t as great as tho e which the same
resources would have produced if left in the private sector."
In a cla sic wo.rk, Stockfisch (L) has shown that a real discount
rate of 10 percent is the appropriate rate of return to use in
this regard .
The 1.66 percent real di count rate recommended by Bealey
is calculated from a nominal discount rate that i tied direclly
to the " treasury bill rate for federa l projects" (according lo
Bealey) (i.e., to the government' cost of borrowing). The
Subcommittee on Economy in Government pecifically reject
this approach in no uncertain terms (2) . The subcommittee
tates ·pccifically in lhe preceding reference: " ln past di cussions within the Government .. . an intere l rate eq ual to
the co t to U1e Pedera l Government of borrowing has been
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supported ... Implicit in this position is the presumption that
the Government is an independent organization which should
seek the greatest differential between its revenues and outlays
as does a private business. The subcommittee rejects this view
of the Federal Government when it functions as an investor
of capital."
Accordingly, in our view, the 10 percent real discount rate
actually used in the analysis is the appropriate one to use,
and the 1.66 percent rate urged by Bealey is not appropriate.
As for installation costs, more care, compaction, and select
material is required for proper installation of flexible pipes.
However, the Corps of Engineers has tailored their compaction specifications to allow the widest possible selection in,
and therefore economy of, backfill material. Also, the reduced
wall thickness of flexible pipes allows for smaller excavation
quantities, lighter pipe sections allow use of less expensive
lifting and loading equipment, and longer pipe sections result
in less labor for jointing. Rigid pipe may or may not be less
expensive to install than flexible pipes. The correct installation
costs to use in LCC analyses are those used by local contractors to bid each alternative.
Culvert replacement can be cheaper than initial construction. Detour, delay, and resurfacing costs are insignificant for
unsurfaced, tertiary roads, and labor costs may be borne by
separately funded maintenance forces, not subject to contractadministration overhead.
The California method is based on actual field performance.
Corrosion from both sides is therefore considered, although
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corrosion from the more aggressive side usually dominates
the overall deterioration rate. The National Corrugated Steel
Pipe Association points out that a CSP may provide satisfactory service until most of the invert is lost, which can be double
the time to first perforation predicted by the California method.
This results in a 50-year service life for CSP. Asphalt coating
with paving, used in the example, is significantly more durable
than plain asphalt coating. The authors used the 25-year coating life suggested by the American Iron and Steel Institute
and others in the pipe industry. The design engineer must
exercise engineering judgment in selecting design service lives,
but these values are reasonable for a hypothetical example.
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